Compensation Disclosure Statement
Our goal at KardioFit, Inc. (“KARDIOTM”) is to provide high
quality wellness rewards service and other products to consumers.
We’re proud that our Members now receive unlimited cash
rewards, annual biometric device upgrades and diet and fitness
tracking services at a very attractive price.
We’re also proud that Members who like our service can become “KREW Members” and earn
income by encouraging others to become KrowdFitTM customers. We’ve built-state-of-the-art online
tools to make it easy, natural, and fun to share KrowdFit with others. We’ve also created a
Compensation Plan (the “Plan”) that provides financial benefits to KREW Members who decide to
take advantage of it.
We want to make sure that current and potential KREW Members have a clear
understanding of the opportunities available to them under the Plan. We’ve created this
Compensation Disclosure Statement (or “CDS”) to provide you with accurate information about how
the Plan works. We can’t provide specific data yet because we are just getting started. But in the
future this CDS will include percentages and other specific and objective information about the
performance of KREW Members under the Plan.
In the meantime, we want to emphasize that there is no guarantee that any KREW Member
will earn any particular amount under the Plan. It all depends on you, and your skills, commitment,
and desire to succeed!
Current and potential KREW Members should understand the following principles about our
Compensation Plan:
• The examples we use to describe or explain the Plan, whether on the KARDIO.com
web site, in videos or oral presentations, or anywhere else, are only for illustration. They
are not representative of the income, if any, that a new KREW Member may earn.
• KARDIO makes no guarantee or projection of any KREW Member’s potential
earnings.
• Any discussion by a KREW Member about the Plan, his or her own compensation, or
the amount a potential KREW Member can earn under the Plan, is misleading and should
be disregarded, unless it is accompanied by a written or electronic copy of this CDS.
• Success as a KREW Member depends entirely on the hard work, diligence,
leadership, business sense, timing, good fortune, and other attributes and
circumstances of each particular KREW Member.
Thanks very much for being a part of KARDIOTM and KrowdFitTM.
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